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Message by Chairperson

Dr. Abdul Hassan
Greetings from REALB. It gives me a great pleasure in conveying my message to you through
REALB Newsletter, 2022. This newsletter highlights briefly the profile of the real estate industry,
accomplishments, and the progress made in 2022.
Major industry highlights include the launching of the Agents Online Portal, affirming our efforts in
modernizing internal processes and creating digitally-enabled services., The 2022-2025 Strategic
Plan, designed with the vision “A better real estate experience for all”, will guide the organization
in delivering its strategic goals. It maps out the direction that REALB will take, to achieve the
Board’s vision for the real estate industry in Fiji.
As an annual important event, the 4th National Real Estate Conference was successfully
organized, in which real estate industry stakeholders and professionals, participated to
collaborate, share opinions and discuss industry related issues on the conference's theme. The
Board acknowledges the presence of the Hon. Aiyaz Sayed-Khaiyum, who accepted the
invitation to be the Chief Guest. Hon Minister highlighted the government’s vision and
expectation for the future of real estate industry. I also acknowledge the contribution from the
Ministry of Commerce, Trade, Tourism and Transport for the continuous support for REALB to
achieve its objectives and goals.
REALB’S vision for the future is to enhance the professional standard in the real estate industry,
digitalize operations, promote transparency and mitigate fraudulent operations in this important
sector. The Board will continue to drive and advocate for professionalism, compliance and
building public confidence in the real estate industry. However, to achieve these goals the
cooperation and contribution of all stakeholders are essential. I wish to acknowledge the Board
members contribution that had enabled to set the strategic direction for REALB. Also, the
Registrar and staff of REALB has worked tirelessly in the past to achieve our aims and objectives
as we work towards “A better real estate experience for all”.
Thank you.
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REALB Registrar

Mr. Peni Komainavoka
It is my pleasure to extend heartfelt greetings to the readers of our Real Estate Agents Licensing
Boards Industry Newsletter 2022. This newsletter provides highlights of REALB activities for the
2021-2022 financial year.
In November 2021 we launched our online agent’s application portal, the National Property Sales
Database (NatPro), the revamped website, the organizational re-branding initiative including our
new logo, new vision, and 2022-2025 Strategic Plan. These projects are a testimony of the
organization’s move towards digitalization and embarking on continuous process improvement as
we work towards raising industry standards and promoting professionalism.
In May 2022, the 4th National Real Estate Conference was held at the Tanoa International Hotel,
Nadi. The conference, an annual event, considered the largest gathering for key real estate
industry stakeholders and practitioners, to collaborate and network with key real estate industry
partners. We were so fortunate to have our counterparts from the New Zealand Real Estate
Authority (NZREA) as keynote speakers, sharing an international perspective on the real estate
industry. This is the second participant from NZREA to be part of our annual conference and we
convey our sincere appreciation for their continuous support. The industry stakeholders
presented their insights, which was followed by a panel discussion session.
REALB will continue its strategic advancement and work towards process digitalization to
enhance service delivery, to meet current and future organizational demand as we work towards
building on our organizational vision of “A better real estate experience for all”.
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4th National Real Estate Conference

The 4th National Real Estate Conference was held on May 27, 2022, at the Tanoa International
Hotel in Nadi, with the theme Transforming Fiji’s Real Estate Sector. The chief guest at the
conference was Hon. Aiyaz Sayed-Khaiyum, Attorney General and Minister for Economy, Civil
service, Communications, Housing and Community Development and Acting Minister for
Commerce, Trade, Tourism, and Transport.
The Hon. AG announced the regulation on commission for residential properties sold for $500
000 or less and must charge a commission rate not exceeding 2%. In addition, the conference
highlighted vital government housing initiatives such as the first home buyers grant, the
development of i-taukei land by the landowners with government assistance, and the importance
of working with other professionals such as lawyers, architects, valuers and bankers, rental
commission consideration and the opportunities with strata titles.
The annual conference is the largest gathering for real estate agents, salespersons, and industry
stakeholders to collaborate, share ideas, and network. It also provides a platform on which key
industry challenges and issues are raised and addressed, with the aim of progressing the
industry and Fiji’s housing market.
With approximately 150 participants in attendance, speakers included New Zealand Real Estate
Authority CEO Belinda Moffat, Governor of Reserve Bank Mr. Ariff Ali, Head of Treasury Mr.
Nemia Dawai, PS Housing Mr. Sanjeeva Perera, Mr. Tony Ram HFC Bank, Mr. Lisala Dyer
Investment Fiji, CEO Housing Authority Mr. Ritesh Ram, Assistant Director Lands Mr.
Vuniamatana, Mr. Doni Wainiqolo iTLTB, Mr. Shivendra Deo Government Digital Transformation,
Mr. Abekoon C&C Solutions, and Mrs. Seema Shandil CEO Consumer Council of Fiji. REALB
Board members were facilitators for each of the four sessions while ensuring the question-andanswer sessions achieved its intended, outcome for the participants and presenters as well.
REALB Board Member, Unise Druavesi, in her conference closing remarks, acknowledged the
speaker’s contribution, giving insights from their respective professions, addressing key topical
issues during the question-and-answer sessions for agents and salespersons, and challenged
participants to be the change agents in transforming Fiji’s real estate sector.
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Conference Highlights
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Project Launch

The launch of REALB projects in November 2021, was considered a milestone and affirms the Boards
position in setting the organization’s strategic direction and modernizing its processes to create digitallyenabled services.
During the launch, Hon. Faiyaz Koya, Minister for Commerce, Trade, Tourism, and Transport highlighted
that REALB, a relatively small organization, has shown resilience, innovation, and determination to
develop the Online Agents licensing portal, with the commitment to digitize their processes. This
transformation is an investment by the Fijian Government to align REALB with international best practices.
It furthers the Government’s agenda to increase transparency and modernize REALB’s operations so that
we may serve our stakeholders and the public, more efficiently.
The launch is a step towards building an organization of the future, one that is responsive to customer
needs and provides prompt aftercare services to their agents. The real estate industry continues to play
an important role in reviving and rejuvenating the Fijian economy’s recovery and development, by
providing an enabling environment in the properties market, providing critical linkage with other sectors,
and will now be guided by a new vision of “A Better Real Estate Experience for All”.
The aim is to be innovative and create opportunities that will further the Fijian Government’s agenda in
building a prosperous economy. Such projects as the National Property Sales Database signify our
commitment to promoting high standards of service and providing information to consumers and the
industry to keep them better informed.
The project launch event was held at the Albert Park events room and was attended by real estate agents
and key industry stakeholders.
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Agents Portal, Mpaisa and My Cash platform

Lodging applications for real estate agents and salesperson with REALB is now as easy as clicking a
button from the comfort of your office or place of business. This portal allows new and existing
agents to lodge applications online, track their applications, and access information about their
applications on their devices with only a compatible device and internet access. Applicants will be
receiving email notifications and reminders for renewal applications.
The agent’s portal rollout training was held in Suva on the 20th of April, Nadi on the 21st of April, and
Savusavu on the 27th of April. The training manual and log-in credentials were also circulated, to
ensure that agents are able to fully move online thereafter.

Mpaisa & My Cash
With the advent of the digital wallet and the wider
acceptance as a fast, efficient and safe mode of
payment, REALB now accepts Mpaisa and My Cash
payments for our services. Now the agents and
salesperson can pay their application fees and other
associated costs using the Mpaisa and My Cash
App. The use of Mpaisa and My Cash simplifies
payment processing for both REALB and agents
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Staff Spotlight

Mr. Ashween Kumar - Human Resources and Finance Officer
Ashween started with REALB in 2017 and had been a very instrumental member of the team. He
is responsible for two critical areas of the organization, with his character, commitment and work
ethic. His immense contribution has been a key pillar for the organization. He is a combination of
many things, that had guided him as a REALB Officer. His first instinct is always to help others
achieve their goals, his drive to serve and working as a team are a few traits that he frequently
displays. Many of our clients, customers and employees have benefited from working with
Ashween. We are proud to have him on our team.

Mr. Muhammad Alziyad - IT and Statistics Officer
Originally from Labasa, 30-year-old Mr. Alziyad joined REALB in 2020 as the IT and Statistics
officer. Married with 2 daughters, Mr. Alziyad is the driving force behind the digitalization projects
and his commitment and technical knowledge contributed immensely to the successful launching
of the website, the Agents online portal project and the NATPRO database. He holds a Bachelor
of Information and Management Degree from the Fiji National University and as a family man,
Mr. Alziyad says his daughters remains his motivation to progress in everything he does and
achieves in his career and personal goals.

Follow Us on

www.realbfiji.com
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